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1.
&'--$), &+')2$$. !e Black Christ. London & New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1929. 8vo. [10], 95, [1] pages. 
Original black quarter cloth, decorated boards, gilt-lettered on 
spine, edges untrimmed. Light toning and soiling to jacket, a 
few spots of light wear at extremities.

$1,800

3(.%2 $5(2(+). 1.$%$)2"2(+) &+14, inscribed on the front 6yleaf in 
the year of publication: "To John Trounstine, With the good wishes 
of his friend, / Countee Cullen / Paris, Oct. 15, 1929." And with 
three small manuscript corrections in the same pen on pages 47, 65, 
and 77.

Trounstine, a friend from Cullen's days at Harvard, was a New York 
literary agent who at various points represented Arna Bontemps, 
Erskine Caldwell, Langston Hughes, Dorothy West, and Richard 
Wright. Soon after his marriage to Yolande Du Bois (daughter of 
W.E.B. Du Bois and the former Nina Gomer) in 1928, Cullen 
traveled to Paris with his guardian/father, Frederick Cullen, and 
best man, Harold Jackman. Soon after, Cullen wrote to his wife 
confessing his love for men. 7ey divorced in Paris in 1930.

2.
&'--$), &+')2$$. !e Black Christ. New York & 
London: Harper & Brothers, 1929. 8vo. xiii, [1], 110, [1] 
pages. Frontispiece and decorations by Charles Cullen. 
Original quarter black cloth, blue boards, gold title labels 
on front cover and spine. Cover labels rubbed; jacket lightly 
toned and with a few small spots of wear at extremities but 
generally in very well-preserved condition.

$800

3(.%2 "#$.(&") $5(2(+). 1.$%$)2"2(+) &+14, inscribed on the 
front free endpaper: "For John / Amitiés / Countee." 7e recipient 
was John Trounstine, a friend from Cullen's days at Harvard, and 
New York literary agent who at various points represented Arna 
Bontemps, Erskine Caldwell, Langston Hughes, Dorothy West, and 
Richard Wright. 
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3.
&'.2(%, 8$+.8$ 9(--("#. !e Duty of the American Scholar to Politics and the Times. New York: Dix, Edward & Co., 
1856. 8vo. 46 pages. Original green printed wrappers. Some chipping to wrappers, a few soft creases to front wrapper and title.

$200

An important oration in the slavery debate, delivered by the Rhode Island writer and speaker George William Curtis before the Literary 
Societies at Wesleyan University on 5 August 1856. Curtis was involved in the founding of the Republican party, and this speech was his 
:rst to explore the critical national question surrounding slavery. He spoke in favor of African American equality and civil rights: "Human 
Slavery annihilates the conditions of human progress. Its necessary result is the destruction of humanity; and this not only directly by e;ects 
upon the slave, but indirectly by its e;ect upon the master … As American citizens, we are called upon to :ght that battle by resisting the 
extension of the institution which I have described … Young scholars, young Americans, young men, we are all called upon to do a great 
duty. Nobody is released from it. It is a work to be done by hard strokes, and everywhere … 7e voice of our brothers who are bleeding, no 
less than of our fathers who bled, summons us to this battle." Sabin 18049.

4.
5.",$, !+%$1< .+5#"). !e Culprit Fay and Other Poems. New York: George Dearborn, 1835. 8vo (23.8 x 15 cm). 
vi, 84 pages. Half-title. Engraved portrait frontispiece by T. Kelly after Rogers, engraved title with a vignette of Cro' Nest 
above West Point by James Smillie after Robert Weir (dampstained), with tissue guard. Original purple blind-ruled cloth, gilt-
decorated at center of each cover, gilt-lettered on spine. Provenance: Miss M. A. Sterling (contemporary gift inscription on title 
from her brother D. H. Sterling). Front joint split, some staining to cloth, some intermittent foxing.

$125

3(.%2 $5(2(+). An early American poet considered part of the Knickerbocker group, Drake died of consumption in 1820 at the age of 25. 
7is volume was published posthumously by his daughter. Fitz-Greene Halleck's poem "Green be the turf above thee" was written as a 
tribute to Drake, and in April 1836, Poe published a review of their work – the so-called "Drake-Halleck Review" – in the Southern Literary 
Messenger, criticizing both but considering Drake the better of the two. 7e title poem is Drake's best-known work, and the :nal poem 
"7e American Flag" was set as a cantata by Antonin Dvorak in 1892-93. BAL 4825.
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A FINE ASSOCIATION COPY

5.
5')*"., 1"'- -"'.$)&$. Majors and Minors. Toledo: Hadley & Hadley for the Author, 1895. 8vo. 148 pages. 
Photographic frontispiece portrait of the author, with tissue guard. Original pale-brown cloth, gilt-lettered on front cover, 6oral 
endpapers. A handsome copy with a few small areas of wear at the extremities.

$2,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+). " 3()$ 1.$%$)2"2(+) &+14 3.+# 5.. <$).4 ". 2+*$4, 5')*".'% 3.($)5 ")5 3()")&("- ')5$.9.(2$.. Inscribed on the 
verso of front free endpaper: "Compliments of H. A. Tobey / Jan. 22d 1896." Tobey was Superintendent of the Toledo State Hospital, 
and an early supporter of Dunbar's work, who :rst approached the poet via a letter of 6 July 1895: "Some :ve or six months ago an 
acquaintance of mine in Dayton sent me your little book of poems [Oak & Ivy], which pleased me greatly. I am not a literary character, but 
believe I possess ordinary human instincts and emotions, and from my point of view I must compliment you enough to say that I believe 
you possess real poetical instinct. In these modern times, when it seems the chief aim and object of man is to obtain the “Almighty Dollar,” 
poets and poetry are below par and by the common mass of mankind their real intrinsic value is not appreciated … I am so thoroughly 
Democratic in my sentiments that race or condition with me “cuts but little :gure,” in my estimation of men. 7erefore I am anxious to 
assist or help you in any way I can. Enclosed herewith I send you a check for Five Dollars, ($5.00,) and would like to have you send me 
the number of volumes of your poems that this amount will buy." 7e support and friendship that ensued directly led to the publication of 
Majors & Minors. 

Soon after encountering his work, Tobey invited Dunbar to read at the Toledo State Hospital and started to promote his career. When 
Dunbar told Tobey and his friend, the lawyer Charles A. 7atcher, that he wished to publish a second book on his own, as he did Oak 
& Ivy, they o;ered to underwrite him. 7e three contracted Hadley & Hadley in Toledo to print the book (they mainly printed posters 
and catalogues, and this may have been theor :rst literary job). 7ey struggled to get copies printed before Christmas 1895 and the 
book appeared a few months later. "Dunbar spent a good deal of time in Toledo in the spring of 1896. During his stay, Henry Tobey's 
enthusiasm for Dunbar's verse proved infectious. 7e day Tobey received his :rst :nished copy of Majors and Minors, he happened to be 
staying overnight in a downtown hotel after being called into the city on business and met a friend interested in poetry and together they 
sat up reading the poems until almost midnight" (Ohio Historical Society). 7e January 22nd, 1896 date of Tobey's inscription implies 
that this was one of the earliest copies he presented. Additionally, its binding varies from that described by BAL, suggesting that it is a 
preliminary (or trial) binding, prior to o=cial publication. BAL 4917; Blockson 101.
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6.
$-(+2, &<".-+22$; 2. %. $-(+2 (2.")%-"2+.). 
Savonarola. London: R. Cobden-Sanderson, 1926. 8vo. xv, 
[1], 99 pages. Original black cloth, printed paper spine label; 
printed dust jacket. A :ne copy in a very clean jacket with a 
professionally conserved clean split along the front joint.

$3,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of this play in verse by T. S. Eliot’s mother, one 
of 300 copies printed. Laid-in is a signed calling card from “Mrs 
Henry W. Eliot” inscribed “Compliments of the Author” above the 
name and “Cambridge, Mass.” below. T. S. Eliot was the youngest 
of Charlotte and Henry Ware Eliot's seven children. Charlotte 
taught for several years before she became a scholar and poet, and 
encouraged her son's literary ambitions. While he was at Harvard, 
she wrote to him: "I hope in your literary work you will receive 
early the recognition I strove for and failed. I should so have loved 
a college course, but was obliged to teach before I was nineteen. I 
graduated with high rank, 'a young lady of unusual brilliancy as 
a scholar' my old yellow testimonial says, but when I was set to 
teaching young children, my Trigonometry and Astronomy counted 
for nought, and I made a dead failure" (Letters Vol I, 2011, p. 11). 
T. S. Eliot assisted in bringing this book to print and wrote an 
introduction on history and truth in :ction and dramatic form. 7e 
work is dedicated by Charlotte Eliot to her children. Gallup B4.

7.
$#$.%+), ."-1< 9"-5+. An Oration delivered before the 
literary societies of Dartmouth College, July 24, 1838. Boston: 
Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1838. 8vo (23 x 14 cm). 
Inserted engraved frontispiece portrait of Emerson. 30 pages 
(binding blanks inserted at end). Early 20th-century half 
dark green morocco, original blue wrappers bound in, top 
edges gilt. Provenance: Jane F. Tuckerman (1852-1947; ink 
ownership signature on title). A few occasional foxmarks, but 
a clean, handsome copy.

$1,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+). "All literature is yet to be written," Emerson 
proclaimed in his talk, titled "Literary Ethics." It was the second in 
what was to become a long series of lectures on the American scholar 
and what he now called for the :rst time the American mind. He 
noted again the failure of America to produce major imaginative 
work, and the "feudal straps of bondage," while emphasizing the 
need for common humanity: "7e impoverishing philosophy of ages 
has laid stress on the distinction of the individual, and not on the 
universal attributes of man… 7e condition of our incarnation in 
a private self, seems to be a perpetual tendency to prefer the private 
law, to obey the private impulse, to the exclusion of the law of the 
universal being." He :rmly rejected a withdrawal from the world of 
the intellectual, saying "Not insulation of place, but independence 
of spirit is essential." His talk proved of enormous in6uence on 
the 6owering of American letters that followed. See Robert D. 
Richardson, Jr., Emerson: !e Mind on Fire, U of Cal, 1995, p. 295. 
BAL 5185; Myerson A8.1.
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8.
$#$.%+), ."-1< 9"-5+. Poems. Boston: James Munroe & Co., 1847. 8vo. 251, [1] pages; 4-page advertisements dated 
January 1, 1847 at end. Full navy blue morocco gilt, top edges gilt, by Stikeman; marbled slipcase. Rebacked to match, a few 
tape repairs to slipcase. Provenance: Willhemus Mynderse (bookplate).

$750

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of Emerson's fourth book, and his :rst book of poems, which gave a voice to "the extravagant, wild, ecstatic side of 
Emerson" (Robert D. Richardson, Jr., Emerson: !e Mind on Fire, U of Cal, 1995, p. 432). It opens with his challenging work "7e 
Sphinx," an important poem that gave Emerson's interpretation on the classic riddle of the Sphinx. In it he expressed his "poetic declaration 
of the fundamental identity of all things" (ibid, p. 431). "It is unfortunate that later editors decided this poem was too di=cult and so 
removed it from its place at the start of the volume, thus directing attention away from the sibylline, ecstatic, prophetic note that is so 
pronounced in many of the poems. Because later editors omitted the Hafez translations and repositioned '7e Sphinx,' they obscured the 
original shape and content of Emerson's :rst book of poems" (ibid). BAL 5211; Meyerson A18.2 
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INSCRIBED TO THE ANTI-SLAVERY ADVOCATE, ARTHUR HELPS

9.
$#$.%+), ."-1< 9"-5+. May-Day and Other Pieces. Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1867. 8vo. iv, 205 pages. Presentation 
binding of gilt-decorated white linen, unbeveled and without publisher's imprint on spine, top edges gilt. Spine darkened, 
cloth a bit soiled, internally :ne.

$8,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), one of 100 copies in a presentation binding. ()%&.(*$5 by Emerson on the front 6yleaf: "To Arthur Helps, Esq. With 
kindest regards of R. W. Emerson." Most of Emerson's presentation copies were inscribed "R.W.E." but in this, and other recorded 
presentation copies of May-Day, he used the long form.

Sir Arthur Helps's anti-slavery writings had strongly in6uenced Emerson's thoughts on the subject. 7e two writers :rst met during 
Emerson’s 1847 trip to England to visit Carlyle, with Helps arranging for a rainy Sunday tour of Winchester cathedral. 7e English writer, 
dean of the privy council, and early animal rights advocate wrote two key works that Emerson acknowledged as in6uences: Helps's "A 
Letter on Uncle Tom's Cabin" led Emerson to read Stowe's landmark novel, but more important was Helps' extended work on the history 
of the slave trade !e Conquerors of the New World and !eir Bondmen (London, 1848). "7is revisionist history made a strong impression 
on Emerson. 'Columbus seems to have been the principal introducer of American slavery,' he wrote after reading it. Helps's crisply focused 
study also a;ected the way Emerson would treat New World 'discoverers' in 'English Traits'" (Robert D. Richardson Jr., Emerson: !e Mind 
on Fire, U of Cal, 1995, pp. 467, 510). BAL 5250; Myerson A28.1.
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INSCRIBED BY FORD MADOX FORD TO JOSEPH CONRAD

10.
3+.5, 3+.5 #"5+>. Mister Bosphorus and the Muses or a Short History of Poetry in Britain Variety Entertainment in Four 
Acts. London: Duckworth & Co,, 1923. 4to. 126, [1] pages. Woodcuts by Paul Nash. Original quarter black cloth, pictorial 
boards; pictorial dust jacket. Jacket a bit toned and faded, chips at ends of spine and corners, discoloration on endpaper 
crossing inscription.

$7,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+). " .$#".,"*-$ "%%+&("2(+) &+14, inscribed on the front free endpaper: "Joseph Conrad from Ford Madox Ford 16.xi.
MXMXXIII." Written in pencil in an unidenti:ed hand on the rear free endpaper is a quotation from p. 57, with the :rst line di;ering 
in syntax from the published line ("7e Gods ascribe to each a di;ering lot!" in manuscript versus "7e Gods to each ascribe a di;ering 
lot!" in print). 7ese lines are of importance in Ford's biography: Ford's last partner was the artist Janice Biala. When Ford was buried in 
Deauville, France, his funeral was scarcely attended due to the war. A drunken gravedigger buried him in the wrong place, in unhallowed 
ground reserved for temporary graves. When Biala returned after the war, she was told that the grave needed to be moved. "7at was Ford 
all over," she commented. "He couldn't rest quietly even in his grave. As he so often said, "7e gods to each other ascribe a di;ering lot / 
some enter at the portals, some do not" again a variation on the printed text, but clearly indicative that these lines were 6ush with meaning 
for Ford and those closest to him. (See Alan Judd, Ford Madox Ford, Cambridge, 1991, p. 444).

Ford and Conrad collaborated on three novels: !e Inheritors (1901), Romance (1903) and !e Nature of a Crime (1924, though written 
earlier). Always the champion of the writers of his generation, Ford in his later years bitterly complained to George Seldes "I helped Joseph 
Conrad, I helped Hemingway. I helped a dozen, a score of writers, and many of them have beaten me. I'm now an old man and I'll die 
without making a name like Hemingway" (Witness to a Century, 1987, p. 259). Mister Bosphorus is Ford's wry fantasy poem, dramatizing his 
need to turn from the cold and philistine North to the Latin-based civilization of the Mediterranean. 7is edition includes an engagingly 
formalized series of woodcuts by the important British artist Paul Nash (the cut on the cover especially foreshadows his movement towards 
abstraction and surrealism in the 1930s).
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WITH A HAWTHORNE SIGNATURE

11.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Twice-Told Tales. Boston: 
American Stationers Co., 1837. 8vo (18.6 x 11.8 cm). 334 
pages. 2-page advertisements at front (lacking one leaf ), 14-
page advertisements at end. Red morocco by Riviere, top 
edges gilt, original cloth covers and spine bound in at end. 
Provenance: Edward S. Marsh (bookplate; his library sold 
Anderson Galleries, 20-21 May 1900). Discoloration along 
joints, a few discreet restorations, internally clean and :ne.

$3,250

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of Hawthorne's second published – and :rst 
obtainable – book, and one of the most famous collections of 
American short stories. Vincent Starrett said of the story "Mr. 
Higginbotham's Catastrophe": "it comes close to becoming a 
detective story in the purest sense" and Edgar Allan Poe said the 
story is "vividly original and managed most dexterously" (see 
Queen's Quorum, p. 10). 

With a document bearing the author’s signature bound in: mounted 
on a front 6yleaf is Hawthorne’s signature as customs examiner 
reading "Examined / Nath. Hawthorne / [indistinct]". From 1839, 
Hawthorne worked for three years as a weigher and gauger at the 
Boston Customs House. He was then living in a rented room, and 
furtively writing in what he called the home’s “owl’s nest” when not 
consumed with his bureaucratic duties at work. Of this period in 
his life he wrote to Longfellow, “I have not lived, but only dreamed 
about living.” Hawthorne left Boston in 1841 to join the utopian 
community at Brook Farm (mainly to save money in order to marry, 
not due to any sense of a=nity with the social ideals of the place). 
BAL 7581; Clark A2.1; Grolier American 44.

12.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Famous Old People: Being 
the Second Epoch of Grandfather's Chair. Boston: E. P. 
Peabody, 1841. 16mo (12 x 8 cm) 158 pages. Original plum 
cloth, embossed with a basket weave pattern. Provenance: 
Herschel V. Jones (bookplate; his sale Anderson Galleries, 20 
November 1916, lot 278). Chipped at ends of spine, a few 
stains to cloth; pale foxing.

$2,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+). 7e second title in Hawthorne's Grandfather's Chair 
series for children: stories on American history from the Puritans to 
the American Revolution. Apparently a variant binding, as BAL and 
Clark both describe the basket weave embossing on slate cloth, and 
all copies as having a black paper label on the front cover. 7ere is 
no evidence that a label was ever present on this copy. Very scarce. 
BAL 7591; Clark A7.1. In unrestored, original condition.
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13.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Grandfather's Chair: A 
History for Youth. Boston: E. P. Peabody, 1841. 16mo (12.4 
x 7.8 cm). vii, 140 pages. Original bluish plum basket-weave 
embossed cloth, black paper label on front cover (gilt lettering 
oxidized to invisibility); green cloth chemise; green morocco 
pull of case by Bradstreet's (one joint split). Some light wear 
at extremities.

$1,250

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of the :rst of three titles in the Grandfather's Chair 
series for children. It was Elizabeth Palmer Peabody—the sister of 
Hawthorne's future wife, So:a—who published these stories when 
the original publisher, Nahum Capen, withdrew. BAL 7590; Clark 
A6.1.

14.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Grandfather's Chair: A 
History of Youth. Boston: E. P. Peabody, 1841. 16mo (12.4 x 
7.8 cm). vii, 140 pages. Original bluish plum basket-weave 
embossed cloth, black paper label on front cover (gilt lettering 
faded but readable); green cloth chemise; green morocco pull 
of case by Bradstreet's (one joint split). A near-:ne copy with 
some light wear to binding, a few scattered foxmarks and 
several leaves with unobtrusive marginal soilmarks.

$1,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of the :rst of three titles in the Grandfather's Chair 
series for children. BAL 7590; Clark A6.1.

15.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Grandfather's Chair: A 
History for Youth. Boston: Tappan and Dennet, 1842. 12mo 
(15.5 x 9 cm). 139 pages, 5-page advertisements at end. 
Frontispiece, one full-page illustration in text. Original brown 
ribbed cloth, covers blindstamped with a 6oral frame, gilt 
chair at center of front cover, gilt-lettered on spine, cream 
coated endpapers. Provenance: William Harvey (booklabel). 
Some wear at extremities, a few pale stains, front gilt a bit 
rubbed; leaf 1/4 with paper 6aw a;ecting a few letters of 
printing.

$500

Second edition, :rst printing, BAL binding C. Revised and 
enlarged. BAL 7593; Clark A6. 2.a1.

14

15
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16.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Biographical Stories for 
Children. Boston: Tappan and Dennet, 1842. 12mo (14.5 
x 9 cm). 160 pages. Disbound, with calf spine. A few small 
marginal stains, generally clean and bright.

$2,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), :rst printing, :rst issue. "One of the unobtainables. 
Chamberlain's brought twice as much as his Scarlet Letter" (Carroll 
Wilson). A rare Hawthorne juvenile work, framed around a blind 
father telling his son stories about the boyhood lives of Benjamin 
West, Sir Isaac Newton, Samuel Johnson, Oliver Cromwell, 
Benjamin Franklin, and Queen Christina. BAL 7595; Clark 
A9.1.a1; Wilson I:134.

17.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($- ($5(2+.) – <+."2(+ 
*.(58$. Journal of An African Cruiser. By an o"cer of the U. 
S. Navy. New York & London: Wiley and Putnam, 1845. 8vo 
(19 x 12.3 cm). [i]-viii, [v]-vi, 179 pages. Complete with half-
title and 16-page advertisements at end. Early 20th-century 
brown half morocco, marbled boards, by the Club Bindery, 
original printed wrappers bound in. Provenance: Edwin B. 
Holden (bookplate; his sale American Art Association, 28 
April 1920, lot 774, part). Holden formed a very sizable 
book collection and was an early member and president of 
the Grolier Club; his bookplate was created by Edwin Davis 
French (1851-1906), one of the most respected bookplate 
engravers of his era. Very pale marginal dampstain in lower 
gutter, but overall a very handsome copy.

$850

3(.%2 $5(2(+), BAL's Printing A (the title with 4-line copyright and 
a cancel), wrapper 1 (three works listed under Wiley and Putnam's 
Library of American Books– including Poe's Tales). Bridge and 
Hawthorne were classmates at Bowdoin and became lifelong friends, 
with Bridge at times o;ering needed encouragement and :nancial 
aid. Bridge helped :nance the publication of Hawthorne's Twice-
Told Tales (1837) and gave the proceeds of this popular work, his 
:rst, to Hawthorne. Bridge published his Personal Recollections of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne in 1893. BAL 7597; Clark A14.1.a1.

18.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. !e House of the Seven 
Gables. Boston: Ticknor, Reed, and Fields, 1851. 8vo (18 x 11 
cm). [viii], 344 pages. 4-page advertisements inserted between 
front endpapers. Original brown embossed cloth, gilt-lettered 
on spine. Provenance: Christmas 1853 gift ink inscription 
from B. Frost to his niece Mary B. S. Fuller on front 6yleaf. 
Losses at ends of spine, corners lightly worn, a few stains.

$400

3(.%2 $5(2(+), :fth printing, with Clark's textual points. BAL 
7604; Clark A17.1.e.

17

18
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19.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. True Stories from History and 
Biography. Boston: Ticknor, Reed, and Fields, 1851. 12mo 
(16.5 x 9.8 cm). viii, 335 pages. 4-page advertisements at end. 
Frontispiece and three plates. Original red blind-embossed 
cloth, gilt-lettered on spine. Skilfully rebacked with original 
spine laid down, some wear at extremities.

$300

3(.%2 $5(2(+), only printing, BAL's :rst impression, which Clark 
calls "probable second state" of the preface. Collects Grandfather's 
Chair, Famous Old People, Liberty Tree, and Biographical Stories. 
Clark A12.1.a2.

20.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Life of Franklin Pierce. 
Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1852. 12mo (18 x 11.3 cm). 
144 pages. 4-page advertisements dated July 1852 inserted 
between front endpages. Frontispiece with tissue guard 
(foxed). Original green cloth, gilt-lettered on spine. Slightly 
leaned, head of spine chipped, some foxing at beginning, 
heavier on the frontispiece.

$750

3(.%2 $5(2(+), with the earliest ads and in BAL's earliest state of the 
binding. Hawthorne and Pierce were classmates and close friends at 
Bowdoin, and both were members of the progressive literary group, 
the Athenian Society. Hawthorne published this biography during 
Pierce's campaign for the presidency. BAL 7612; Clark A21.1.a.

21.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. !e Snow-Image and Other 
Twice-Told Tales. Boston: Ticknor, Reed, and Fields, 1852. 
8vo (17.9 x 10.8 cm). 273 pages, 4-page advertisements dated 
January 1852 inserted before front endpapers. Original brown 
ribbed blind embossed cloth, gilt-lettered on spine. Ends of 
spine chipped, lower front corner worn; a few intermittent 
foxmarks, generally a clean and fresh copy.

$300

3(.%2 $5(2(+), :rst printing. 7ough the US and UK editions were 
intended for simultaneous publication, the American publication 
probably preceded by several days. 2,425 copies were printed on 11 
December 1851. Containing 17 stories, including the oft-taught 
"Major Molineaux." BAL 7607; Clark A19.1.a.

22.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. A Wonder-book for Girls and 
Boys. Boston: Ticknor, Reed, and Fields, 1852. 8vo (16.6 
x 10.6 cm). vi, 256 pages. Frontispiece and six plates, with 
tissue guards. Original red blind-embossed cloth, gillt-lettered 
on spine. Provenance: faint penciled 1865 gift inscription 
on recto of frontispiece. Cloth faded and worn; some 
intermittent foxing.

$1,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), :rst printing with "lifed" on p. 21, line 3. A nice 
copy of Hawthorne's most famous children's book, with "7e 
Gorgon's Head", "7ree Golden Apples." BAL 7606; Clark 
A18.1.a.
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23.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Tanglewood Tales, for Girls and Boys ; Being a Second Wonder-book. Boston: Ticknor, Reed, 
and Fields, 1853. 8vo (16.8 x 10.3 cm). 336 pages. Frontispiece, with tissue guard, and six plates. 8-page advertisements dated 
July 1853 inserted between front endpapers. Original blue blind-embossed cloth, gilt-lettered and decorated on spine. Chip 
at head of spine and top of front joint, a few stains to covers; some intermittent foxing, but a very good plus copy in original 
condition.

$650

3(.%2 "#$.(&") $5(2(+), :rst printing, with only the stereotyper's imprint at the bottom of the copyright page, and with the earliest ads. 
7e six stories here form a sequel to !e Wonder-book published the previous year. BAL 7614; Clark A22.2.a.

24.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. !e Marble Faun: or, !e Romance of Monte Beni. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1860. Two 
volumes, 12mo (18.2 x 11.5 cm). Half-titles, 16-page advertisements dated March 1860 at end of vol. 1. Original brown 
blind-embossed cloth, gilt-lettered on spines. Chipped at ends of spines, wear at corners, internally :ne.

$250

3(.%2 "#$.(&") $5(2(+), second printing. BAL 7621; Clark A23.3.b.

25.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Our Old Home: A Series of English Sketches. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1863. 8vo (18 x 
11 cm). xi, 398 pages. Half-title, 1-page advertisements at end. Original brown blind-embossed cloth. Chips and wear at 
extremities, hinges cracked, early owner's ink inscription on half-title .

$100

3(.%2 "#$.(&") $5(2(+), :rst printing, with ads at end. BAL 7626; Clark A24.1.a.

26.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Passages from the American Note-books. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1868. 2 volumes, 12mo 
(17.7 x 11 cm). [ii], [1], 222; [iv], [1], 228 pages. Original green blind-embossed cloth, gilt-lettered and -decorated on spines. 
Provenance: Kate Allen (contemporary penciled ownership signatures on 6yleaves). Cover of volume 1 stained, spines slightly 
faded, some light wear at extremities; a very good or better set.

$300

3(.%2 $5(2(+), :rst printing, :rst binding. A posthumously published collection of passages from Hawthorne's journals from 1852 and 
1853, before he left for England, and a period rich with ideas that would develop into his stories. BAL 7632; Clark A26.1.a.

2623
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27.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Passages from the French and 
Italian Note-books. Boston: James R. Osgood and Company, 
1872. 2 volumes, 12mo (177 x 11.2 cm). [iv], [1], 307; [iv], 
[1], 306 pages. Original green blind-embossed cloth, gilt-
lettered and -decorated on spines. Wear at ends of spines, a 
few minor stains; generally a very good plus copy.

$150

3(.%2 "#$.(&") $5(2(+), :rst printing, in the :rst binding. 7e 
Hawthorne family toured France and Italy from 1857 to 1860, 
after the author's position as U.S. consul in Liverpool ended. 
7e journals were edited by his daughter Una. BAL 7636; Clark 
A28.2.a.

28.
<"92<+.)$, )"2<")($-. Septimius Felton; or the Elixir 
of Life. Boston: James R. Osgood and Company, 1872. 8vo 
(17.5 x 11 cm). 229 pages. Half-title, 1-page advertisements 
at end. Original green decorated cloth. Spine a bit faded and 
with wear at ends, endpapers lightly soiled.

$100

3(.%2 "#$.(&") $5(2(+), :rst issue with "t" for "It" on page 42, 
line 18. BAL 7638; Clark A29.2.a.

29.
<+-#$%, +-(/$. 9$)5$--. !e School-Boy. Boston: 
Houghton, Osgood and Company, 1879. 8vo (21.3 x 15 cm). 
79 pages. Frontispiece, illustrations in text. Printed on rectos 
only. Original decorated beveled cloth, decorated endpapers, 
edges gilt. Chipped at ends of spine, light wear at corners, but 
an attractive copy.

$100

3(.%2 2."5$ $5(2(+), :rst issued privately without a title-page nor 
identi:cation of the author. Holmes read this poem on 6 June 1878 
at the centennial of the founding of Philips Academy in Andover, 
MA. BAL 8931.

27

29
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30.
,$22$--, %"#'$-. Specimens of American Poetry with 
Critical and Biographical Notices in 3 volumes. Boston: S. G. 
Goodrich and Co., 1829. 7ree volumes, 8vo (19.9 x 12 cm). 
Original muslin-backed boards, printed paper spine labels, 
uncut. Provenance: Samuel Wagner (contemporary ownership 
signatures on 6yleaves). Some wear to labels and extremities; 
some foxing, but an entirely original, unsophisticated copy.

$1,200

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of the :rst comprehensive anthology of American 
poetry, euphemistically called "Goodrich's Kettle of Poetry." 7is 
important and thorough study is also valued for containing one 
of the :rst public mentions of Poe's :rst book Tamerlane, which 
had been published two years earlier. Kettell includes biographical 
information and excerpts from the work of 188 American poets, 
among them Cotton Mather, John Greenleaf Whittier, Francis 
Scott Key, Sarah J. Hale, Richard H. Dana, William C. Bryant, 
Fitz-Greene Halleck, and a host of authors now lost to the vagaries 
of taste. Both Longfellow and Whittier had yet to publish a volume 
of poetry. At the end of the third volume is a 28-page chronological 
listing of all of the American poetry through 1829 encountered by 
the editor while producing this work. 7e list gives imprint, size and 
pagination. BAL 3251; Harris, Collection of American Poetry, p. 137; 
BAL 3251. A  landmark American work, in original condition.

ONE OF 30 COPIES

31.
,(1-()8, .'54".5. !e Years Between. London: 
Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1919. 8vo. xiii, 159, [1] pages. Title 
printed in red-and-black. Original quarter vellum, cream 
buckram boards, gilt-lettered on spine, top edges gilt, others 
untrimmed. Provenance: Edward B. King (bookplate). 
Moderate soiling to vellum, a few spots along top edges, 
otherwise :ne.

$1,500

5$-'>$ -(#(2$5 (%%'$ +3 2<$ 3(.%2 $5(2(+), one of 30 copies on 
Japanese vellum. 7e title refers to the period between the South 
African War and the Armistice in 1918. 7e book's forty-:ve poems 
and series of epitaphs is considered by some Kipling scholars as his 
darkest work. 7e trade edition was printed in an enormous run 
of 10,000 copies, and there were 200 copies on hand-made paper. 
7is very limited issue of 30 copies on Japanese vellum is scarce in 
the market. Bleiler, !e Guide to Supernatural Fiction 957; Bleiler; 
Checklist of Fantastic Literature, p.170; Livingston 442; Martindell 
164; Richards A320; Stewart 434.
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A LONGFELLOW RARITY

32.
[-+)83$--+9, <$).4 
9"5%9+.2<]. Manuel de Proverbes 
Dramatiques. Portland, Maine: Samuel 
Coleman, 1830. 8vo (198 x 115 mm). 
[4], 288 pages. Half-title. Original cloth, 
printed paper spine label, uncut and largely 
unopened. Provenance: James Greenleaf, 
Longfellow's brother-in-law, see below 
(contemporary ownership signature on 
front free endpaper) – P. K. Foley (1903 
purchase identi:cation on slip tipped to 
rear pastedown). Split to front joint, label 
chipped, some soiling; foxed, but in entirely 
original condition.

$3,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+), second issue, containing 288 
pages and the errors in pagination on p. 278 and 
288. BAL describes a "preliminary edition" of 
156 pages only, comprising roughly half of the 
work, i.e. the :rst seven 'proverbes dramatiques' 
to which an additional seven were added to 
this issue. 7e "preliminary edition" is more 
accurately described as the :rst issue, and since 
its spine label read "Tome I" it seems evident 
that the plan was to publish the work in two 
volumes. Livingstone notes that the :rst portion 
was largely reset for the second issue.

Longfellow had joined the faculty of his alma 
mater Bowdoin in late 1829 (his grandfather 
was a cofounder of the college, and his 
father a trustee). While teaching in his :rst 
year as a professor of languages, Longfellow 
anonymously edited three volumes to be used 
in French courses, all of which were published 
by Coleman in 1830. He wrote to Alexander 
Slidell Mackenzie that the present work collected 
short comedies, "such as are performed in the 
Soirées of Paris … I shall send you the 'première 
livraison' [BAL's preliminary edition] with the 
grammar: for from necessity I shall be obliged 
to publish the work in parts, wanting it for 
immediate use in one of my classes." 7e other 
two textbooks were translations of the 18th-
century French grammarian and educator Charles François Lhomond: 'Elements of French Grammar' and 'French Exercises,' which are 
sometimes found bound together. According to Livingston, the three works were apparently :nished by the :rst week in June. All three 
works – Longfellow's :rst published books – are very scarce, with none appearing in auction records since the 1930s.

" 3()$ "%%+&("2(+) &+14: According to Bowdoin's general catalogue of students, James Greenleaf (1814-1865) of Gray, Maine studied at 
continued
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33.
-+9$--, !"#$% .'%%$--. !e Vision of Sir Launfal. 
Cambridge: George Nichols, 1848. 12mo (18.3 x 11.1 cm). 
vi, 27 pages. Original yellow glazed paper boards printed in 
black. Spine perished, some wear at corners, small stain on 
title.

$175

3(.%2 $5(2(+). "According to the mythology of the Romancers, 
the San Greal, or Holy Grail, was the cup out of which Jesus 
partook of the last supper with his disciples. It was brought into 
England by Joseph of Arimathea, and remained there, an object 
of pilgrimage and adoration, for many years in the keeping of his 
lineal descendants. It was incumbent upon those who had charge of 
it to be chaste in thought, word, and deed; but one of the keepers 
having broken this condition, the Holy Grail disappeared. From 
that time it was a favorite enterprise of the knights of Arthur's court 
to go in search of it. Sir Galahad was at last successful in :nding 
it, as may be read in the seventeenth book of the Romance of King 
Arthur. Tennyson has made Sir Galahad the subject of one of the 
most exquisite of his poems. 7e plot (if I may give that name to 
any thing so slight) of the following poem is my own, and, to serve 
its purposes, I have enlarged the circle of competition in search of 
the miraculous cup in such a manner as to include, not only other 
persons than the heroes of the Round Table, but also a period of 
time subsequent to the date of King Arthur's reign" (Author's 
Note). BAL 13069

Bowdoin in 1831. His brother Patrick Henry Greenleaf (1808-1869) and Longfellow were Bowdoin classmates and lifelong friends (See 
Robert L. Gale, A Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Companion, p.98). James Greenleaf graduated from Dartmouth in 1834 and moved to New 
Orleans where he formed a partnership as a commission merchant. A devoted northerner, Greenleaf kept close ties with his family and 
friends, and married Mary Longfellow, the poet's sister. During tensions preceding the Civil War, they moved north to Cambridge, where 
Greenleaf died suddenly in 1865. After his death, Mary traveled with her brother when he visited Europe for the last time in 1868-69. 

In addition to being rare early Longfellowiana, these are early examples of American editioned cloth binding. 7e :rst American bindery to 
specialize in cloth work was not founded until 1832, when Benjamin Bradley pioneered edition binding, particularly for Ticknor and Fields 
and Appleton (see Bookbinding in America 1680-1910 from the Collection Frederick E. Maser, ed. John Dooley and James Tanis, p. 88). BAL 
12041; Livingston, p. 8.
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ONE OF 25 COPIES

34.
#")%3($-5, ,"2<$.()$. !e Doves' Nest and Other 
Stories. London: Constable, 1923. 8vo. xxiii, [1], 196, [1] 
pages. Original grey cloth. Provenance: with Philip C. 
Duschnes (label on rear pastedown). 7e cloth exceptionally 
clean and bright; jacket with some light wear along upper 
edge, but overall a superb copy of the very rare :rst issue.

$3,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), one of only 25 copies in the :rst issue with the 
statement of date on the verso of the title-page lacking and lacking 
the initial letter "t" on line 8, p. 64. Mans:eld's collection of 
21 stories was published after the death of her husband, John 
Middleton Murry (whose introductory note is included). Among 
the stories are "7e Doll's House," "A Cup of Tea," "7e Fly," 
"7e Canary," and "A Married Man's Story." Kirkpatrick A6a. A 
beautiful copy.

Laid-in: Michael Sadlier, director of the published Constable, typed 
letter signed, 4 December 1924, to Mr. Sach, "I am sorry that you 
have had to wait these few days for the promised copy of the dateless 
DOVES' NEST … As with the case of THE GARDEN PARTY 
there were only 25 early copies with the omission which, as soon as 
it was discovered, was recti:ed." 

35.
#c"-#+), .+*$.2. !e Portrait of A Generation 
including !e Revolving Mirror. Paris: Contact Editions, 7ree 
Mountains Press, 1926. 8vo. 98, [1] pages. Original French-
folded printed wrappers, entirely uncut and unopened. An 
exceptional copy in original, unopened condition.

$1,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+), one of 200 copies (of which 10 were on Vergé 
d'Arches), printed by Dijon printer Maurice Darantiere who 
issued books for McAlmon's own Contact Editions and its stable 
of authors (Hemingway, Pound, H. D., W. C. Williams, Stein, 
and many other key modernists). He is perhaps best known for 
the herculean task of printing the original Shakespeare & Co. 
edition of Joyce's Ulysses. McAlmon was at the very center of the 
Modernist movement through his publishing venture, and his books 
- including this collection of poems - are cornerstone works in their 
own right.
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ONE OF 20 COPIES
THE MOST LUXURIOUS FORMAT OF THE FINALE TO 

MILNE’S CLASSIC CHILDREN’S SERIES

36.
#(-)$, ". ". !e House at Pooh Corner. London: Methuen, 1928. 4to (22.5 x 17.7 cm). xi, 178, [2] pages. Illustrated 
by Ernest H. Shepard. Original yapp-edged vellum, gilt-titled on front cover, entirely uncut and unopened; morocco-faced 
slipcase. A beautiful copy, in entirely original and exquisitely-preserved condition.

$40,000

5$-'>$ -(#(2$5 $5(2(+) of the :nal Pooh book, number 12 of 20 copies on Japanese vellum signed by Milne and Shepard. 7e rarest and 
most sumptuous issue of the Pooh books.
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37.
#++.$, #".("))$. O to Be a Dragon. New York: Viking, 
1959. 8vo. 37 pages. Original two-toned cloth; printed dust 
jacket. A :ne copy in a near-:ne jacket with slightest of 
surface wear.

$950

3(.%2 $5(2(+), 1.$%$)2"2(+) &+14, warmly inscribed on the front 
free endpaper: "For Robert. J. H. Kiphuth / Whose goodness seems 
to parallel his good advice in enabling others to triumph. Marianne 
Moore. October 5 1959." Moore has additionally made one small 
manuscript correction on the inner 6ap of the dust jacket, and 
written the publication date "Sept. 17, 1959" within the printed 
copyright information on the verso of the title. Kiphuth is best 
remembered for coaching the Yale men's swim team for 41 years, 
amassing a record of 528 wins and only 12 losses. Abbott A17.1.

PRESENTATION COPY OF NIN’S FIRST BOOK

38.
)(), ")"(%. D. H. Lawrence: An Unprofessional Study. Paris: 
Edward W. Titus, 1932. 8vo. [10], 146, [2] pages. Original 
blue cloth, gilt-lettered on front cover and spine, unopened; 
printed dust jacket. A :ne, unopened copy in a near-:ne 
jacket, lightly toned and with some modest chipping at 
extremities, light soiling to the rear panel.

$1,750

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of the author's :rst book, number 491 of 500 copies, 
numbered on the colophon and with publisher's stamped slip 
with number (from an edition of 550, of which 50 were for the 
press). 1.$%$)2"2(+) &+14, inscribed on the front free endpaper: 
"For Richard who accompanies me faithfully on the inner-outer 
voyage started with this book / Love Anais / February 21 1973." 
7e recipient is most likely Richard Centing, co-founder of the :rst 
Anais Nin periodical. Centing invited Nin to Ohio State to give 
lectures and championed her work internationally. Franklin A1.

39.
1".%+)%, 2<+#"% 9(--("#. Poems. Boston: Ticknor 
and Fields, 1854. 8vo (19 x 13 cm). [x], 189 pages. Half-title. 
Publisher's brown cloth, gilt-lettered on spine. Provenance: 
Barney Corey (presentation inscription from the author). Ends 
of spine chipped, a few stains on cloth, one leaf dog eared, 
otherwise clean. A very good plus copy in original condition.

$100

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of Parson's :rst book, second issue, with leaves 
[1].6/7 cancels (the :rst issue is known only as a set of folded 
sheets, and therefore the second is the earliest obtainable issue). 
1.$%$)2"2(+) &+14, inscribed by Parsons on the front free 
endpaper: "to Barney Corey Esq. with the regards and best wishes of 
T. W. P." 7e American dentist and poet, 7omas William Parsons, was 
educated at the Boston Latin School and studied Italian literature in 
Italy, publishing a translation of Dante's Inferno in 1843 (translations 
of portions of Purgatorio and Paradiso appeared later). BAL 15521.
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POE’S ONLY NOVEL

40.
1+$, $58". "--"). !e Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1838. 12mo. Original black 
cloth. Binding skilfully conserved, spine label in :ne facsimile, a very attractive copy of an increasingly scarce book.

$10,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of Poe's :rst book of prose, and his only novel. Two serialized installments of !e Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym were :rst 
published in the Southern Literary Messenger in January and February of 1837. When Poe left the magazine its publication ceased until the 
complete text of the novel was published by Harper's in July of 1838. Pym gained immediate notoriety, both because of its sensational 
subject matter and because it appeared to some to be a true account of perilous and fantastic voyage. Although Poe himself later called it 
"a very silly book," it nevertheless became an in6uential work, notably for Herman Melville and Jules Verne. Pym is often considered one 
of most fantastic short novels of the 19th Century. Science :ction author H. G. Wells noted, "Pym tells what a very intelligent mind could 
imagine about the south polar region a century ago." BAL 16128; Bleiler (1978), p. 159; Heartman & Canny, pp. 38-40; Wright (I) 2052.
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42.
1+$, $58". "--"). !e Conchologist's First Book: or, A 
System of Testaceous Malacology. Philadelphia: Published for 
the Author by Haswell, Barrington, and Haswell, 1839. 12mo 
(17 x 10.5 cm). 156 pages. 12 lithographed plates after P. S. 
Duval. Original red roan-backed printed boards dated 1840. 
Joints split but threads holding, leather dry; some occasional 
pale foxing.

$1,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), in boards unrecorded by BAL or Heartman & 
Canny. 7e upper board on this copy notes that it is for the second 
edition and is dated 1840. BAL 16131; Heartman & Canny, pp. 

41.
1+$, $58". "--"). !e Conchologist's First Book: or, A 
System of Testaceous Malacology. Philadelphia: Published for 
the Author by Haswell, Barrington, and Haswell, 1839. 12mo 
(17 x 10.5 cm). 156 pages. 12 lithographed plates by P. S. 
Duval. Original dark green roan-backed pictorial boards. 
Some chipping and losses to spine, a little wear to boards, 
some scattered foxing and pale staining to upper sheets at end.

$1,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), Heartman and Canny's variant "b" (with uncolored 
plates), plate 3 in BAL's state "B" reading "Part of Shells" (no 
priority established). An adaptation of 7omas Brown's !e 
Conchologist's Text-Book (Glasgow, 1833), edited by the :nancially 
troubled Poe, and published shortly after he moved to Philadelphia 
in 1838. Defending himself against accusations of plagiarism, 
Poe wrote to George W. Eveleth in February 1847: "I wrote it, 
in conjunction with Professor 7omas Wyatt, and Professor 
McMurtrie of Pha--my name being put to the work, as best 
known and most likely to aid its circulation. I wrote the Preface 
and Introduction, and translated from Cuvier, the accounts of the 
animals etc..." (see Ostrom, !e Letters of Edgar Allan Poe [New 
York, 1966], no. 249, p. [343]). BAL 16131; Heartman & Canny, 
pp. 41-44; Norman 1720.
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A LANDMARK OF AMERICAN LITERATURE 
IN ENTIRELY ORIGINAL CONDITION

43.
1+$, $58". "--"). Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque. Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1840. 2 volumes, 12mo (19.3 x 
11 cm). 243; iv (advertisements, 228 pages. Original purple muslin, printed paper spine labels; cloth folding case. Provenance: 
Maria W. Phelps (penciled inscriptions dated Saturday August 14, 1847 on front free endpapers in each volume). Possibly 
Maria Wilder Phelps 7ayer, of Boston (b. 1828), wife of Boston merchant Frederick W. 7ayer and mother of Harvard-
educated Frederick W. 7ayer, inventor of the baseball catcher's mask. Labels chipped and darkened, spines and upper board 
edges faded, chip to rear joint of vol. 1 and 2-in. split along rear joint of vol. 2; foxed. Despite minor 6aws, an entirely original, 
unsophisticated copy of a truly scarce set that today is typically found recased or otherwise restored.

$32,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+), one of only an estimated 750 copies printed, with p. 213 correctly numbered. 7e twenty-:ve stories in this American 
cornerstone include two of Poe's most important works: "Ms. Found in a Bottle" and "7e Fall of the House of Usher." Poe had struggled 
since 1834 to collect his stories, published in a variety of journals and magazines, into book form. 7is publication was a major milestone 
for the author, and critical praises included in the second volume by the likes of Washington Irving, N.P. Willis, J. F. Otis, Mrs. Sigourney, 
and notable academic reviews. Despite the enthusiasm, it was a commercial failure.

Poe's recent success with "7e Fall of the House of Usher," published in Burton's Gentleman's magazine in 1839, impressed the publishers 
Lea & Blanchard. 7ey were not, however, con:dent in assured sales, and it is recorded that in lieu of any royalties Poe received 20 free 
copies as payment. A prophetic anonymous reviewer in the Boston Notion proposed that Poe's work was better suited to readers of the 
future, while readers of his time would :nd the stories "below the average of newspaper trash … wild, unmeaning, pointless, aimless … 
without anything of elevated fancy or :ne humor." Indeed, readers of the future :nally and :rmly embraced Poe as a major innovator and 
master of the form. BAL 16133; Heartman & Canny, pp. 49-54. Increasingly scarce, and especially so in original condition.
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44.
1+$, $58". "--"). "Eleonora". In: !e Gift: A Christmas and New Year's Present for 1842. Philadelphia: Carey & Hart, 
[1841]. 8vo (18 x 11 cm). Engraved frontispiece, title, and 8 plates. Later two-toned red and black cloth, older leather lettering 
piece on spine. Label a bit dry, otherwise a :ne copy.

$250

First appearance of Poe's short story "Eleonara," considered an autobiographical exploration of his feelings of guilt for considering other 
women to love. Poe biographer Arthur Hobson Quinn called it "one of his :nest stories." BAL 16135; Heartman & Canny, pp. 68-69.

THE RAVEN

45.
1+$, $58". "--"). !e Raven and Other Poems. New York: Wiley & Putnam, 1845. 8vo. [6], 91, [1] pages. With half-
title. Late 19th-century green morocco gilt, all edges gilt, pencilled note on 6yleaf stating that the binding was executed in 
1896. Some foxing, but generally an attractive copy of an increasingly scarce book.

$14,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), :rst issue (bound without the Tales). "7e most important volume of poetry that had been issued up until that time in 
America" (Hervey Allen, Israfel, !e Life and Times of Edgar Allan Poe, New York, 1926, vol. 2, p. 667). 7e Raven and Other Poems was 
published in November 1845 in an edition of some 750 copies; it was dedicated to Elizabeth Barrett Browning and contains 30 poems, 
including "7e Raven," "Eulalia," "Tamerlane," "Al Aara;," and "To Helen," etc. 7e title poem was :rst printed in the American Review 
for January 1845; it ("7e Raven") "made Poe's name known both in America and England, and brought him an immortality that by no 
other means could he have attained … [and it] gave him fame as a poet such as no other American has received" (John W. Robertson, A 
Bibliography of the Writings of … Poe, San Francisco, 1934, vol. 2, pp. 224-225). BAL 16147; Grolier English 16; Grolier American 56; 
Heartman & Canny, pp. 97-108.
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46.
1+$, $58". "--"). Eureka: A Prose Poem. New York: George P. Putnam, 1848. 12mo. Original black cloth. Cloth skilfully 
conserved, a very attractive copy.

$6,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of Poe's last book, a cosmological prose-poem printed in an edition of only 500 copies. Early critics were widely divided 
on Poe's text, some awed by its convolutions, while others harshly condemned its science and method. It was seen as absurd by some, 
including friends, and its seriousness was even questioned due to Poe's inaccurate assumptions and comedic portrayals of famous historical 
thinkers. In the 20th century, it received greater attention in the English-speaking world, largely after W. H. Auden praised its style and 
acknowledged its "relevance to the bulk of Poe's earlier work–both poetry and prose." In France, its positive reception came much faster: 
Baudelaire's 1859 translation proved of great in6uence on the Symbolists, who found fertile inspiration in its two principal themes: the 
value of intuition for scienti:c discovery, and the a=nity between consciousness and the cosmos. Paul Valery concluded that "Poe has 
extended the application both of the nebular hypothesis and the law of gravity. On these mathematical foundations he has built an abstract 
poem, one of the rare modern examples of a … cosmogony … one of the oldest of all literary forms." BAL 16153; Heartman & Canny 121-124.
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COMPLETE SET OF POE’S WORKS

47.
1+$, $58". "--"). !e Works of the Late Edgar Allen Poe (4 vols). New York: J. S. Red:eld, 1850-56. Four volumes, 12mo. 
Half-titles in vols. 1 and 4 as issued. Frontispiece portrait of Poe by J. Sartain in volume 1, with tissue guard (o;setting onto 
title). Original black blind-embossed cloth, gilt-lettered on spines (vols. 1-3); the fourth volume in contemporary black cloth 
without embossing, gilt-lettered on spine. Volume 1 with losses along joints and chips at ends of spine; other volumes with 
small chips and losses; volume 4 with brittle and browned endleaves.

$4,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+)%, second printings of vols. 1-3, vols. 1-3 in binding E (signed by Geo. W. Alexander); 3(.%2 $5(2(+) of vol. 4 in a binding 
not identi:ed in BAL; advertisements in vols. 1 and 4 as called for. Poe's wife, Virginia Clemm, assigned her rights in the edition to the 
publisher Red:eld for a small fee, and supplied the Notice to the Reader in vol. 1. She regretted both after Griswold's scandalous portrait 
of Poe appeared in vol. 3. 7e :rst volume contains the Tales and the second Poems and Miscellanies. 7e third volume was published 
separately and comprises the 3(.%2 $5(2(+) of !e Literati, and includes Griswold's infamous sketch of the author. 7e :rst three volumes 
were published in 1850; the fourth volume was not published until 1856. It became the standard edition of Poe's works for 25 years, 
and served as the model for nearly another quarter of a century. It is also the edition upon which Charles Baudelaire based his famous 
translations of Poe's works into French in Histoires Extraordinaires (1856), Nouvelles Histoires Extraordinaires (1857) and Histoires Grotesques 
et Serieuses (1865). BAL 16158, 16159 and 16161; Heartman & Canny, pp. 129-33. Complete sets of Poe's Works are now quite scarce.
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48.
1+')5, $?.". Autograph letter signed to Robert Lowry, Rapallo, postmarked 17 October 1939. Folio (27.5 x 22 cm). A 
bifolium, grided paper, written on rectos only, with original mailing envelope addressed to Lowry in Pound's hand. Some light 
wear along sheet edges, generally in :ne condition.

$2,250

Pound writes to Robert Lowry, who had started his Little Man Press with the artist James Flora in Cincinnati the previous year. Lowry had 
apparently indicated to Pound that he was not going to print an essay by Ronald Duncan, who Pound met in 1937 and encouraged to 
found the little magazine 'Townsman.' In a characteristically :ery tone, but one indicative of his toxic politics, Pound tells Lowry "Sorry 
you aren't using Duncan. Indicates to me the almost impossibility of bringing ANY american publication up to date. i.e. within 20 years 
of contemporary thought. 7e point of the Duncan is to 'De:ne money'. & the contemporaneity … i.e. time element is the fact that just 
THAT point is the one no english printer Dare print. Just as name Rothschild is suppressed in that bloody and jew buggoid nation … 
young men who can't NOW see the importance of [Winfred] Overholser are out. I mean they just won't make the grade of the 1940s." It 
was a volatile period for Pound, one in which he was embracing fascism to an alarming degree: In April of 1939, Pound had sailed for New 
York hoping he could deter America from entering World War II. He traveled to Washington, D. C. and met senators and congressmen. 
He earned an honorary doctorate from Hamilton in June and then returned to Italy, where he began writing antisemitic material for Italian 
newspapers. After war broke out in September, he wrote a furious letter to the politicians he had met in Washington, arguing that the war 
was a result of an international banking conspiracy. 7ough writing to Lowry in the context of literary matters, it is clear that Pound had 
descended into the depths of the repugnant politics that would do all but break him. His reference to Winfred Overholser is prescient: 
Overholser was an American psychiatrist, president of the American Psychiatric Association, and for 25 years the superintendent of St. 
Elizabeths Hospital, the federal institution for the mentally ill in Washington, D.C. Pound became his most famous patient in 1945.
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AN OUTSTANDING COPY OF SALINGER’S MASTERPIECE

49.
%"-()8$., !. 5. !e Catcher in the Rye. Boston: Little, Brown, 1951. 8vo. [6], 277 pages. Publisher's black cloth, gilt-
lettered on spine; pictorial dust jacket designed by Michael Mitchell; quarter morocco slipcase. A copy virtually without 
evidence of the passage of time:@immaculately preserved in unread condition, with a bright, entirely original and unrestored 
jacket.

$50,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), :rst issue jacket with portrait photograph of Salinger on the rear panel cropped at head, and with dollar sign aligned as 
called for on the front 6ap.

While reams have been devoted to Salinger's novel and its anti-hero Holden Cau:eld, the designer of its now classic dust jacket has been 
an infrequent participant in the story of the book's ascension into the canon. 7e Canadian artist E. Michael Mitchell lived near Salinger 
in Westport, Connecticut in 1950 when the author was working on the novel. Salinger was a frequent visitor to the Mitchells' home, used 
their guest house to write, and read aloud portions of the drafts to Mitchell or his wife Esther throughout its composition. Mitchell inspired 
Salinger's complex story of religious and mystical experience, "De Daumier-Smith's Blue Period." After Salinger's move to New Hampshire, 
they began a forty-year correspondence, and saw each other occasionally until their falling out in the@1990s (Mitchell was a witness at 
Salinger's wedding to Claire Douglas in Vermont in 1955). Salinger's letters to Mitchell were acquired by Carter Burden from Ralph 
Sipper in the mid-1990s and are now in the Morgan Library. 7ey were kept o; view until the author's death in 2010, and have since been 
exhibited.

Salinger preferred simple, textual jackets (consistent across Franny & Zooey, Nine Stories, and Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters) and thus 
Mitchell's dynamic use of the carousel horse is a design anomaly in Salinger's published works.

7e present copy is the :nest we have seen in thirty years: Salinger's masterpiece was often read, shared, well-traveled and restored to within 
inches of its life. 7is is as close to an "as-issued" copy as one can expect to :nd. Burgess, 99 Novels, pp. 53-54.

see also image on #nal page
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STEINBECK’S FIRST BOOK

50.
%2$()*$&,, !+<). Cup of Gold. New York: Robert M. McBride, 1929. 8vo. [6], 269 pages. Original yellow cloth, titled 
in black on front cover and spine, top edge stained blue; pictorial dust jacket designed by Mahlon Blaine (with $2.50 price 
present); tan cloth slipcase. 7e cloth in unusually bright condition; the jacket spine panel lightly faded and with wear at ends 
a;ective the lettering of the title, a few abrasions to front and back panels. Despite these 6aws, a bright and entirely original 
copy of a book infrequently found in collector's condition.

$25,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of the future Nobel laureate's elusive :rst book, published when he was 27 years old. One of 1,537 copies (the publisher 
printed 2476 copies, 939 of which were remaindered as unbound sheets). 7is was Steinbeck's fourth attempt at a novel and was rewritten 
six times from an unpublished story titled "A Lady in Infra-Red," which he composed while at Stanford. "Aside from a few reviews, the 
only [early] recognition …  was Berton Braley's 'thanks and acknowledgments' for Steinbeck's permission to use some of the incidents in a 
doggerel epic Morgan Sails the Caribbean (1934)" (Peter Lisca, !e Wide World of John Steinbeck, Rutgers UP, 1958). Goldstone & Payne A1a. 
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INSCRIBED BY VAN VECHTEN 
TO PAUL AND ESSIE ROBESON

51.
/") /$&<2$), &".-. Spider Boy. New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1928. 8vo. [8], 297, [2] pages. Original tan cloth. 
Without jacket, spine somewhat darkened.

$1,200

3(.%2 2."5$ $5(2(+). A very :ne association copy, inscribed in 
the year of publication to Paul Robeson and his wife Eslanda 
Cardozo Goode Robeson, American anthropologist, author, actor 
and civil rights activist. Presentation copy, inscribed on the front 
free endpaper: "For Paul & Essie Robeson with love from Carl 
Van Vechten / New York July 16 '28." Van Vechten was astounded 
by the explosion of artistic creativity in Harlem in the 1920s, and 
was at the vanguard of  promoting Harlem Renaissance :gures, 
including Robeson, Langston Hughes, Ethel Waters, Richard 
Wright, Zora Neale Hurston, and Wallace 7urman. Van Vechten's 
photographs of Robeson are among the earliest of the artist, and 
went far to establish his identity with the public.

52.
/$.4, !+)$%. Essays and Poems. Boston: Charles C. Little 
and James Brown, 1839. 8vo (17 x 11 cm). vii, 175 pages. 
Publisher's green cloth, printed paper spine label, the Essays 
almost entirely unopened (BAL binding A). Spine label lightly 
soiled, a few spots and small areas of wear on cover, one front 
6yleaf removed, a few intermittent foxmarks, generally a fresh 
and crisp copy in the original cloth.

$600

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of Very's :rst full book (after single-leaf poems and 
an o;print from Christian Examiner), edited anonymously by 
Ralph Waldo Emerson (Myerson F2). Very, born out of wedlock to 
two cousins in Salem, studied at Harvard as an undergraduate and 
then at the Divinity School. His lecture on epic poetry in Salem 
brought Very to the attention of Emerson and he was embraced 
by the Transcendentalists. Soon after his lecture, Very asserted that 
he was the Second Coming of Christ. Harvard dismissed him and 
he was institutionalized in an insane asylum. Emerson remained a 
loyal admirer and arranged for the publication of this book after 
his release. 7e three essays that open the volume are "Epic Poetry," 
"Shakespeare" and "Hamlet" established him as a well-regarded 
scholar of Greek literature and Shakespeare, and the majority of 
his poems are Shakespearean sonnets. Very remained a recluse for 
most of his life, and issued very little poetry, almost all of which was 
distributed in manuscript and unpublished. His work, though, was 
included in the January 1843 :rst issue of !e Pioneer, which included 
the :rst publication of Poe's "7e Tell-Tale Heart." BAL 20763.
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53.
9<(22($., !+<) 8.$$)-$"3. Mogg Megone. A Poem. 
Boston: Light & Stearns, 1836. 16mo (11.3 x 6.7 cm). iv, 
69 pages. Publisher's blue embossed cloth, gilt-title within 
arabesque frame on front cover. Spine lightly sunned, some 
foxing, but a very attractive, unsophisticated copy.

$1,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+), with the terminal leaf used as the rear pastedown 
as often. Whittier's epic narrative poem used the life of the Native 
American warrior Mogg Hegon "as a frame-work for sketches 
of the scenery of New England, and of its early inhabitants. In 
portraying the Indian character, he has followed, as closely as his 
story would admit, the rough but natural delineations of Church, 
Mayhew, Charlevoix, and Roger Williams; and in so doing he 
has necessarily discarded much of the romance which poets and 
novelists have thrown around the ill-fated red man" (preface). It was 
:rst published in two issues of !e New England Magazine in 1835. 
American Imprints 42466; BAL 21697; Sabin 103809.

54.
9<(22($., !+<) 8.$$)-$"3. Moll Pitcher and the 
Minstrel Girl. Poems. Revised Edition. Philadelphia: Joseph 
Healy, 1840. 12mo (14.7 x 9.6 cm). 44 pages. Original 
printed wrappers. Spine partly perished, some light soiled to 
wrappers; pale foxing, but a very handsome copy in original 
condition.

$500

An unauthorized reprint, but the :rst complete book appearance 
of "7e Minstrel Girl," though most of the piece had appeared 
previously in !e American Common-Place Book, 1831. "Moll 
Pitcher" was :rst published anonymously in 1832 (see BAL 21677). 
Scarce, particularly in the original wrappers. BAL 21717; Sabin 
103811.

55.
9<(22($., !+<) 8.$$)-$"3. Snow-bound. A Winter Idyl. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1866. 8vo (17.8 x 11.2 cm). 
52 pages. Engraved frontispiece portrait of Whittier by H. W. Smith after a photograph by Hawes (foxed), with tissue guard. 
Publisher's purple cloth, gilt-titled on front cover and spine. Provenance: Edward S. Marsh (engraved bookplate by W. F. 
Hopson). 1/4-inch chip at head of spine, old newspaper clippings mounted on front 6yleaves, some foxing at beginning and 
end.

$200

3(.%2 $5(2(+), second state (p. [52] unnumbered). Whittier's best-known, and most enduring poem, a long narrative work presented as 
a series of stories told by a family during a snowstorm, idealizing a return to peace after the Civil War. BAL 21862; Currer, pp. 198-200; 
Grolier American 100, 73; JWG 277.
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56.
9(-5$, +%&".. Poems. London: David Bogue, 1881. 8vo. [x] 236 pages. Full red morocco gilt, top edges gilt, others 
untrimmed, by Riviere, original vellum covers and spine bound in at end; red cloth slipcase. Spine conserved, faint inkstamp 
on title.

$1,500

3(.%2 $5(2(+), one of 250 copies of Wilde’s :rst collection of poems. Mason 304 (750 copies in total: 250 copies of 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
editions each with a new title page. 1881 on title).
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A CHOICE COPY OF ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BOOKS OF THE 1890S 
57.
9(-5$, +%&".. !e Sphinx. Illustrated by Charles Ricketts with wood-engraved title page, half and full-page designs, 
ornamental initials. Printed in red, black and green. Unpaginated. Slender 8vo (10 x 7-3/8 inches). London: Elkin Mathews 
and John Lane. At the Sign of the Bodley Head. Boston Copeland and Day LXIX Cornhill, 1894. Provenance: Anthony 
Powell (his bookplate). 

$32,500

-".8$ 1"1$., one of 25 copies. Printed by the Ballantyne Press. Original full vellum gilt, with fantastic designs, including 
2 weird female sphinx on both sides by Charles Ricketts, uncut. 7e deluxe binding has “extra ornaments to the sides and 
inner marges of the binding and with ribbons.” 7e binding is signed by Ricketts with monogram CR on the upper cover; the 
monogram of the binder, Leighton Son and Hodge, appears on the lower cover. 7e deluxe issue has an added lower border on 
the binding and ties. Fine copy, custom half morocco clamshell box. Mason 362; Nelson, A View from the Bodley Head,  pp.45- 
46 passim; Wick, !e Turn of a Century 1885-1910, Number 10; Ray, Illustrator and the Book, 262. 

“7e monsters of the Egyptian room at the British Museum live again in his weird, sometimes repulsive, but all the same 
stately and impressive lines. 7e vellum binding, the various symbolic designs, the quaint rubricated initials and the general 
arrangement of the text, all by Mr. Ricketts’ sympathetic art, are most subtly infused by the spirit of the poem...” (Pall Mall 
Budget, June 21, 1894). 7is was the last book Wilde published before his imprisonment.

“2<$ #+%2 *$"'2(3'- ")5 &+)%'##"2$-4 5$%(8)$5 2."5$ *++, +3 2<$ ABCD%” — Nelson

With the bookplate of novelist Anthony Powell (1905-2000), about whose suite of novels, A Dance to the Music of Time, Guy 
Davenport observed, “7e only book I know that takes Proust’s habitual narrative gestures, Anglicizes them, and succeeds in 
the e;ort. In fact, Powell is the best critical study of Proust.”
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INSCRIBED BY WOLFE TO LOUISE SAUNDERS, 
AUTHOR AND WIFE OF WOLFE’S LEGENDARY EDITOR, MAXWELL PERKINS

58.
9+-3$, 2<+#"%. Carolina Folk-Plays. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1924. 8vo. xxxiv, 173 pages, 7-page 
advertisements at end. 8 photographic illustrations including one which shows Wolfe portraying Buck Gavin, two woodcuts 
by J. J. Lankes and another by Mary De B. Graves. Original tan cloth; apparently contemporary plain glassine wrapper. A :ne 
copy, without the jacket.

$3,000

3(.%2 $5(2(+) of 7omas Wolfe’s :rst book appearance, following the separate publication of his "Crisis in Industry." Includes Wolfe’s play 
“7e Return of Buck Gavin,” his :rst book appearance. 

") (#1+.2")2 "%%+&("2(+) &+14, inscribed by Wolfe on the front free endpaper just :ve months prior to his death to Louise Saunders, 
the wife of Wolfe's famed Scribner's editor, Maxwell Perkins: "For Louise Saunders – with appreciation for an interest which has extended 
thus far – back to my seventeenth year! / Tom Wolfe / May 2, 1938." According to Wolfe's biographer A. Scott Berg, Perkins "and Louise 
socialized with a few of his authors, but she saw to it that business seldom mixed with pleasure. 7omas Wolfe was the only author in 
Max's life to pass freely from one sector to the other. Once the Perkinses moved to New York, Wolfe took frequent advantage of the editor's 
hospitality. Even the Perkins girls, who were afraid of him, came to realize that Tom was by nature extremely gentle..." (Max Perkins: Editor 
of Genius, NY: Dutton, 1978, p. 242). 7rough the course of their volatile professional and personal relationship, Louise tried to patch up 
the rifts between the two men, even writing letters to Wolfe after explosive arguments to try to calm him down. 7is role was exhausting: 
"7e long hours that Max had spent with Wolfe in recent years had not helped to bring Max and Louise any closer. At heart she could 
only resent the attention her husband lavished on Tom" (ibid, p. 290). Berg documents the battle between Louise and Wolfe for Perkins's 
attention via a conversation overheard at a dinner party: "'God, how he hates me, and how I hate him.' 7e remark was barely audible, ' but 
Tom's ears perked up. 'No, Louise,' he drawled in a low voice, 'I have great admiration for you' … On other occasions Tom and Louise had 
spoken far into the night about their mutual love and respect for Max, and as they came to understand each other their rivalry faded" (ibid, 
p. 291).

Louise Saunders was an author herself, best remembered for her collaboration with Max:eld Parrish, Knave of Hearts, though her creative 
ambitions were largely overshadowed by her husband's career, and the fact that she was relegated to the suburbs to raise their :ve daughters. 
Perkins had discovered and advanced Wolfe's career, and thought of him as something of a foster son. Wolfe's lack of self-discipline and 
Perkins's aggressive editing of his work led the author to leave Scribner's (persuaded by Edward Aswell to come under Harper's roof ), but 
in the end Wolfe considered Perkins his closest friend. Perkins became Wolfe's literary executor after his early death, some :ve months after 
this inscription to Louise Saunders. Preston p. 59; Seven Gables Bookshop More First Books 293.
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